INTRODUCTION
Geographic routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks are highly attractive because they have been shown to scale better than other alternatives. They require that nodes store only a list of their immediate single-hop neighbors, and thus require per-node state independent of the total number of nodes in the network, and dependent only on the network's density. Recently, geographic routing algorithms have been proposed for use as a routing primitive for static sensor networks, and as building blocks for data storage and flexible query processing in sensor networks.
There is a very broad literature on geographic routing algorithms, particularly on the sub-class that uses face routing on a planar subgraph. This body of literature is built upon graph planarization algorithms that are amenable to distributed implementation. More specifically, these algorithms rely purely on neighbor location information to determine whether links to neighbors belong on the planarized subgraph or not. A packet is delivered from source to destination by successively traversing the faces on the planar subgraph that intersect the line between them. Early work by Bose et al. [2] and Karp and Kung [3] described the planarization algorithms, as well as practical instantiations of these algorithms for ad hoc wireless networks (e.g., GPSR). A common assumption made by this body of literature is that connectivity between nodes can be described by unit graphs. In such graphs, a node is always connected to all nodes within its fixed, "nominal" radio range, and never connected to nodes outside this range.
Real radios violate the unit graph assumption more often than not. As many recent studies show [1, 5] , connectivity depends not only on the distance from the transmitter but also on the environment (the presence of radio-opaque obstacles, multi-pathing, etc.). These empirical observations suggest that the unit graph (or even the quasi unit-disk) is not a reasonable model for radio connectivity regardless of the kind of radio (802.11 or the low-power radios in use in sensor networks today). Furthermore, in sensor network applications, inaccurate location information might result in violations of the unit graph assumption: e.g., a neighbor might report its location as being within the nominal radio range of another neighbor, even when it is not.
We have found that these violations can result in pathologies in the planarization process. Specifically, three kinds of pathologies result when the unit graph assumption is violated: a link in the planar subgraph is removed when it should not have been (disconnected links); the nodes at the two ends of a link disagree on whether the link belongs to the planar graph or not (unidirectional links); or, two crossing links exist in the planar subgraph (crossed links). These pathologies, in turn, can result in persistent routing failures in the network, where geographic routing fails to find a path for at least one source-destination pair. We also show that a previously proposed "fix" to these planarization techniques, the mutual-witness procedure [4] , does not eliminate all instances of routing failure. 
CROSS-LINK DETECTION PROTOCOL
In this poster, we will discuss the design of a distructed Cross-link Detection Protocol (CLDP) that, given an arbi- Probability of link connectivity(%) GPSR GPSR-PLAN GPSR+MWP GPSR-PLAN+CLDP Figure 3 : Random graph success rate trary connected graph, produces a subgraph on which face traversal cannot cause a routing failure. We can prove under some idealized, but still general, assumptions that CLDP cannot cause a routing failure in an arbitrary connected graph.
The high-level idea behind CLDP is simple: each node, in an entirely distributed fashion, probes each of its links to see if it is crossed (in a geographic sense) by one or more other links. A probe initially contains the locations of the endpoints of the link being probed, and traverses the graph using the right-hand rule. For example, in Figure 1 
SIMULATIONS
We implemented CLDP (and other geographic routing protocols, described below) in TinyOS, the event-driven operating system used on the Mica. We report simulation results obtained from running CLDP and other protocols using TOSSIM's support for packet-level simulation.
In this section, we compare CLDP's performance against three alternatives, GP SR denotes the full implementation of GPSR using the Gabriel Graph for planarization, greedy forwarding, and perimeter traversal for routing around voids. We use GP SR to provide context for CLDP's performance. GP SR − P LAN denotes a protocol that forwards packets using GPSR on the full connectivity graph (i.e., without planarization). GP SR − P LAN delineates the baseline performance of face walking on the networks. GP SR + M W P includes, in addition to GPSR and planarization, an implementation of the "mutual witness" procedure. Figure 2 shows the success rate as a function of node density for our various protocols when the number of obstacles is 1.0N . As expected, CLDP allows perfect delivery success across all node densities we evaluated. Interestingly, GPSR's planarization procedure fails rather dramatically in the presence of even a moderate number of obstacles. In these circumstances, it appears to be more advantageous to simply use GPSR on the connectivity graph without planarization. The mutual-witness procedure fixes many of GPSR's shortcomings and is close to being perfect in some cases. With fewer obstacles it achieves 100% success at all but two values for density, but with more obstacles it is never perfect except at the highest density.
To stress CLDP, we also simulated it on Bernoulli random graphs with various connectivity probabilities. As Figure 3 shows, CLDP exhibits no routing failures even on random graphs. By contrast, all other variants exhibit significant routing failures on sparse random graphs (low connection probabilities). In particular, MWP exhibits systematic routing failures.
